Official statistics studies current activities and processes in the country, deeply analyses and highlights them in its statistical materials.

In order to assure confidence in official statistics statistical offices must take decisions on methods and procedures of compilation, processing, storing and submitting of statistical data in accordance with strongly professional thoughts including scientific principles and professional ethics.

Being a tool of studying the socioeconomic reality, statistics must be a core in scientific researches of social activities and processes. It is necessary to establish more effective cooperation with scientific world, expand cooperation with higher education establishments, introduce international achievement in statistics.

Tenth anniversary of our state independence has shown that along with the state form of management it is necessary to have non-governmental organizations that will try to determine priorities in development and understanding of challenges faced not only by statistical information producers but also by its users.

Understanding an importance of mutually beneficial collaboration in improvement of statistical service and contribution to the state statistical offices, establishment of interrelations between producers and users of statistical information and promotion of confidence in official statistics, the Constituent Conference held on June 22, 2001, has decided to found the Statistical Society of the Kyrgyz Republic.

“The Statistical Society of the Kyrgyz Republic” public association has registered its activity in the Ministry of Justice on June 21, 2001 (Certificate of state registration is GR No. 017900, GCEO22726944).
There are three interlinked tools - establishment of Statistical Society, technical and methodological support to statistical information producers and users, as well as and professional training of specialists – these three tools may be considered as an approach to cooperate in the field of statistics, provision and support of all activities to improve it.

The Statistical Society of the Kyrgyz Republic is noncommercial, non-governmental organization voluntarily uniting citizens of the Kyrgyz Republic, as well as specialists of international statistical and economical organizations who accept goals and objectives of the Society.

The objective of its founding is to support state statistical offices in improving statistics, strengthen cooperation between statistical information producers and users, improve professional potential of the staff, develop cooperation with educational and scientific establishments, prepare of study guides, develop recommendations and proposals on statistics problem, develop, strengthen and expand international cooperation with other foreign statistical offices, organize training courses on accounting and statistics etc.

Cooperation with educational and scientific establishments in the field of accounting and reporting, staff training which will enable to improve professional level of statisticians and users, especially on regional level.

Association of statistical information users and producers will make it possible to analyze processes occurring in economic and social sphere using general statistical methodology, carry out publications related activities, interregional information exchanges, regulate the fulfillment of decisions, evaluate participants work results and support strengthening professional level of statisticians.

Cooperation of individuals in statistics will enable all categories of users to resolve such problem like a research of development dynamics of selected areas and economy branches development, improvement of enterprises activity.